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cubase elements integrates the steinberg cubase audio workstation. cubase elements has a lot of
familiar features and interface elements, including the ability to open multiple tracks at once, and a
new version of the familiar piano roll. the new and improved piano roll editor gives you total control
over the timing and pitch of all notes and chords on a track. cubase elements has a library of over
20,000 ready-made musical elements and effects for you to use in your songs. cubase elements

includes the new halion sonic se, a powerful, multi-track, multi-track editor with effects and
instruments. cubase elements includes the steinberg cubase audio workstation. cubase elements

has a lot of familiar features and interface elements, including the ability to open multiple tracks at
once, and a new version of the familiar piano roll. the new and improved piano roll editor gives you

total control over the timing and pitch of all notes and chords on a track. cubase elements has a
library of over 20,000 ready-made musical elements and effects for you to use in your songs. the
cubase elements library provides a broad selection of sounds and instruments for you to choose

from. over 30,000 ready-made effects are available, and more than 10,000 instrument samples can
be used to create your own sounds. the cubase elements library features an amazing number of

sounds and instruments, and you can even create your own. cubase elements includes a variety of
powerful new tools for you to use for music composition. you can start with a new concept, edit an
existing one, or start from scratch and compose a complete piece of music. with cubase elements,

youll get a solid base for arranging and recording music that you can continue with later.
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